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SECTION I
LIMITATIONS

The scope of review of the Special Counsel’s investigation is limited to the
current sexual assault policies and procedures of the University of Iowa (the
“University”) and the actions of University departments and personnel following the
October 14, 2007 incident. This report contains no examination or assessment of the
alleged criminal incident itself or the facts thereof. The confidentiality of certain
documents referenced in this report and marked with an asterisk is at issue in the
litigation

entitled

Press-Citizen

Company,

Inc.

v.

University

of

Iowa,

No. CVCV068910, Johnson County District Court. The Court in that case has
ordered that the documents be indexed and submitted to the Court for in camera
review.

The State of Iowa Board of Regents will release these documents in

compliance with court orders.
privacy.

Certain names have been redacted to protect

SECTION II
EXECUTIVE SUMMARY
A.

General Timeline of the Incident and the University of Iowa’s
Response
At approximately 7:00 a.m. on Sunday, October 14, 2007, a female student-

athlete (the “Student-Athlete”) arrived at the University of Iowa Health Center
Emergency Room and reported that she had been sexually assaulted earlier that morning.
The Student-Athlete reported that the assault occurred in a dormitory room in Hillcrest
Hall on the University of Iowa campus. She also indicated that the person who assaulted
her was a University of Iowa student and football player, hereinafter referred to as
“Football Player #1.” A counselor from the Rape Victim Advocacy Program (“RVAP”)
met with the Student-Athlete. At that time, the Student-Athlete stated that she did not
wish to file a report with law enforcement. By late evening on October 14, the StudentAthlete’s parents, her counselor, her athletic trainer, and her coaches, Fred Mims
(Associate Athletics Director, Student Services & Compliance) and Gary Barta (Athletics
Director), had all been informed of the incident.

On Monday, October 15, by approximately 8:30 a.m., Sally Mason (President of
the University of Iowa), Mary Curtis (Associate Athletics Director, Human Resources &
Compliance), Kirk Ferentz (Head Football Coach), Betsy Altmaier (Faculty Athletic
Representative to Big Ten Conference & NCAA), Marcus Mills (General Counsel),
Phillip Jones (Vice President for Student Services) and Jennifer Modestou (Director of
the Office of Equal Opportunity & Diversity (“EOD”)) were informed of the incident.
On the morning of October 15, Fred Mims and Mary Curtis met with the StudentAthlete’s father to discuss the Student-Athlete’s options for reporting the incident. The
Student-Athlete and her father met with her counselor later the same morning, and she
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stated to him that she did not wish to speak with any officials from the Department of
Athletics regarding the incident.

On October 16, the Student-Athlete and her father, again, met with her counselor.
At that meeting, the Student-Athlete reiterated that she did not wish to speak with any
officials from the Department of Athletics regarding the incident. The Student-Athlete
and her father stated that neither of them wanted revenge, but they wanted the person
who had assaulted her held accountable.

However, the Student-Athlete’s counselor

informed her that if she wanted anything done to hold the person who had assaulted her
accountable, she would have to speak with other University officials regarding the
incident since he had no power to rectify the situation. Later that day, Fred Mims and
Mary Curtis met with the Student-Athlete and her father to explain the University’s
policies and procedures to the Student-Athlete and discuss her desired outcome of the
process. At this meeting, the Student-Athlete was asked to recount her version of the
incident. The Student-Athlete stated that while she did not wish to have any criminal
action taken against the accused, she did feel some form of University-sanctioned
punishment was needed.

On October 17, the Student-Athlete and her father met with Mary Curtis, the head
coach of the Student-Athlete’s team, Gary Barta, Kirk Ferentz and Betsy Altmaier. At
the meeting, the Student-Athlete recalls having to recount her version of the incident
(Department of Athletics’ interviews and notes do not reference this), and her options and
desired outcome were, again, discussed. The Student-Athlete stated that rumors and
questions were circulating about the incident. Betsy Altmaier referred the StudentAthlete to additional counseling resources. Department of Athletics officials offered to
relocate the Student-Athlete to a different dormitory because she and Football Player #1
were both residents in Hillcrest Hall; however, the Student-Athlete stated her desire to
remain in Hillcrest Hall near her friends and teammates. At this meeting, the StudentAthlete informed Mary Curtis that she desired an informal investigation of the incident
conducted within the Department of Athletics. The Student-Athlete’s father supported
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her decision. Also, on October 17, Kirk Ferentz suspended two football players, Football
Player #1 and another player, hereinafter referred to as “Football Player #2,” for
inconsistencies regarding their statements about the incident when he questioned them.
The Student-Athlete was advised by Gary Barta that she could change her mind about
keeping the investigation informal at any time.

From October 18 until October 22, Mary Curtis and Fred Mims pursued an
investigation of the incident, conducting interviews of students and members of the
Department of Athletics (“Department of Athletics” or “AD”). Mary Curtis remained in
contact with EOD throughout the AD’s investigation.

At least by October 22, the

Department of Athletics had strong evidence suggesting that, in spite of the StudentAthlete’s belief that only Football Player #1 was involved in the incident, Football
Player #2 had also participated. Also, by October 22, Fred Mims was informed that
Football Player #2 had obtained legal counsel.

On October 23, the Department of Athletics decided that in light of Football
Player #2’s possible involvement, the incident could no longer be investigated
informally.

Fred Mims delivered AD’s report to Phillip Jones, Marcus Mills and

Marcella David (Special Assistant to the President for Equal Opportunity & Diversity)
and turned the investigation over to EOD.1 Upon receiving the report, EOD began
conducting a formal investigation of the incident.

From October 23 until November 5, EOD conducted its formal investigation of
the incident. The investigation consisted of personal interviews with individuals with
information related to the incident. The Student-Athlete was interviewed as part of
EOD’s investigation on November 1. Football Player #2, through his legal counsel,

1

EOD’s authority to formally investigate sexual assault allegations is derived from the UI Violence Policy,
Section II-10.6-10.8, Appendix C, and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy, Section II-4.2, Appendix F.
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declined to be interviewed. EOD then wrote its report on the incident, which was
completed on November 15.

Between October 24 and November 5, the Student-Athlete and her parents
contacted several University officials, including Marcus Mills and Fred Mims, in an
attempt to obtain information regarding the progress of the investigation. During this
period, the Student-Athlete was subjected to harassment and retaliation from members of
the football team, as well as other student-athletes, including physical threats and shouts
of insulting and offensive language. The Student-Athlete reported that the harassment
and retaliatory behavior worsened when she was in situations where large numbers of
student-athletes were present, such as in the Hillcrest Hall dining area and the studentathlete Learning Center.

Due to the continued harassment and her general dissatisfaction with the
University’s response, on November 5, the Student-Athlete filed a criminal report of the
incident with the University of Iowa Department of Public Safety (“DPS”), the
University’s internal law enforcement entity.

DPS had received the results of the

Student-Athlete’s sexual assault investigation immediately after the incident, but the
result kit did not include the alleged victim’s name due to health privacy law.

On or about November 9, Brian Meyer, a DPS officer investigating the case,
informed the Student-Athlete in the presence of her RVAP advocate that Football
Player #2 had likely also had sexual intercourse with her on the morning of October 14.
At that point, Football Player #2 had been living down the hall from the Student-Athlete
in a female student’s room for three weeks.

On November 13, the Student-Athlete’s mother, at the direction of Marcus Mills,
contacted Phillip Jones to discuss the continuing harassment and the Student-Athlete’s
housing situation. At this time, Jones stated that he “had nothing” on the incident and did
not know the Student-Athlete’s name.
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On November 16, the Student-Athlete, her mother, her RVAP advocate and
Charles Green, Assistant Vice President and Director of Public Safety, DPS, met with
Jones to ask that the Student-Athlete be released from her housing contract due to the
continuing harassment. The release was granted, and the Student-Athlete moved out of
Hillcrest Hall soon afterward. The Student-Athlete also provided Phillip Jones with the
names of several student-athletes who were harassing her. Jones subsequently sent a
letter to these student-athletes between November 21 and November 28, notifying them
of the University’s anti-retaliation policy, but not advising them that they had been
accused of retaliation.

On November 15, EOD completed a formal written report of its findings pursuant
to its investigation, which had concluded on November 5. However, a day earlier, on
November 14, in connection with the criminal investigation of the October 14 incident, a
subpoena was issued for the EOD report. The subpoena was issued with a court order
which, in the opinion of the University’s General Counsel and others, enjoined its
distribution to any University personnel, including Phillip Jones in Student Services.
Without the report, Student Services was unable to proceed with any disciplinary
proceedings.

On November 16, the Board of Regents of the State of Iowa asked its General
Counsel, Tom Evans, and Andrew Baumert, its acting Executive Director, to conduct an
investigation into the University’s compliance with policies and procedures and statutes
while investigating the incident.

On November 19, 2007 and May 16, 2008, the Student-Athlete’s mother and both
parents together, respectively, wrote letters to University officials which expressed, in
great detail, their dissatisfaction with the University’s response to the incident. However,
these letters, as well as many other relevant documents, were not turned over to Tom
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Evans during his investigation on behalf of the Regents. The Student-Athlete and her
family were not interviewed in connection with the Evans’ investigation.

On June 11-12, 2008, Tom Evans issued his report to the Regents on the
University’s handling of the incident. In his report, Evans determined that the University
had “fully complied” with internal procedural requirements, had offered the StudentAthlete appropriate accommodation and had expressed full support for the StudentAthlete. Evans also made several recommendations for future policies and procedures
(Special Counsel’s review of Tom Evans’ report and its conclusions can be found in
Section V of this report).

On July 19 and July 21, 2008, the Student-Athlete’s parents’ letters and their
contents were made public.

Numerous additional facts and occurrences were involved in the University’s
response to this incident. Conflicting accounts, additional facts and occurrences are
discussed in detail, where relevant, within this report.

B.

Special Counsel’s Charge
On July 28, 2008, the Iowa Board of Regents Special Committee engaged The

Stolar Partnership, LLP (“Special Counsel”) to conduct an investigation of the responses
and actions of the University of Iowa, its administration, departments and personnel to
the incident reported on October 14. Special Counsel’s investigative team was led by
James Sears Bryant, as assisted by Doreen D. Dodson, Charla M. Scott and C. Peter
Goplerud (the “Investigators”). As part of the investigation, the Investigators:

(1)

Reviewed the specific allegations contained in the November 19, 2007 and
May 16, 2008 letters written by the Student-Athlete’s parents;
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(2)

Conducted personal interviews with the Student-Athlete and her parents;

(3)

Conducted personal interviews of University students, officials and
personnel, including, but not limited to, those who had been involved in
past investigations of the incident;

(4)

Interviewed persons with expertise in the areas of sexual violence victims’
advocacy and rights;

(5)

Analyzed the reasons all relevant documents were not provided to the
Board of Regents during its prior investigation of the incident;

(6)

Reviewed all current applicable University policies and procedures,
including sexual assault and sexual harassment policies;

(7)

Reviewed such policies and procedures in conjunction with applicable
state and federal laws and regulations;

(8)

Evaluated the impact of relevant laws and court orders upon the
University’s response to the incident; and

(9)

Reviewed past investigations and recommendations of sexually related
complaints and incidents at the University.

This report details the Investigators’ findings as a result of their investigation. It
contains an evaluation of the response to the incident by University departments and
personnel, including: (i) an assessment of whether the University’s relevant policies and
procedures were followed; (ii) identification of any problems or concerns with existing
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policies and procedures; and (iii) preliminary recommendations of changes to policies
and procedures.

C.

Description of Special Counsel’s Investigation

Special Counsel conducted its investigation over a time span of seven weeks. The
investigation included personal and telephone interviews with over 40 individuals,
encompassing University of Iowa personnel, student-athletes, experts in the field of
sexual assault victim advocacy and other individuals outside the University.2 Members
of the Investigators also traveled to the home of the Student-Athlete and her family to
meet with them in person and discuss their concerns. In addition, the team conducted an
extensive review, encompassing thousands of e-mails, handwritten notes, interview
recordings and departmental reports, policies, procedures and prior recommendations
relating to the October 14 incident, as well as past incidents at the University.

D.

Special Counsel’s General Review of Concerns Raised by the
Student-Athlete and her Family

At the center of the Special Counsel’s investigation was its attempt to address
each of the specific allegations contained in the November 19, 2007 and May 16, 2008
letters written by the Student-Athlete’s parents.

While the investigative team was unable to resolve certain conflicting
perspectives on some of the allegations, the Investigators were able to reach the following
general conclusions, which are discussed in greater detail throughout the report.

2

The names of many individuals interviewed are listed in Appendix B. The Investigators also spoke with
other individuals who wished to remain anonymous.
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(1)

Allegations contained in the Student-Athlete’s Mother’s
November 19, 2007 Letter and Special Counsel’s Responses

•

ALLEGATION:

The Department of Athletics encouraged the

Student-Athlete to handle the incident within the department.
•

RESPONSE:

The investigation uncovered conflicting information

regarding whether and to what extent the Student-Athlete was encouraged
to handle the incident within the Department of Athletics. AD officials
were adamant in their interviews that the Student-Athlete was never
pressured to choose one avenue of investigation over another and was told
she would be supported in whatever decision she made. However, the
Student-Athlete and her family stated that they felt strong pressure to
handle the incident within AD. Given the lack of understanding between
the parties and the emotional states of the Student-Athlete and her parents,
such inconsistent perceptions are not surprising and are a prime example
of the inherent issues which arise when departments conduct internal
investigations of sexual assault allegations involving their own
constituents and/or personnel.
•

ALLEGATION: The Department of Athletics did not fully explain
the different investigation options and procedures to the StudentAthlete and her family.

•

RESPONSE: The meeting notes and interviews of several University
officials suggest that the Department of Athletics attempted to explain the
various options for reporting and investigating sexual assaults to the
Student-Athlete and her father. The overlapping jurisdiction of numerous
entities, the number of applicable policies and the variety of investigation
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options are extremely confusing and are not well understood even by
University personnel. These policies and procedures may have proven
especially confusing to the Student-Athlete and her father, who were in a
vulnerable state, were unsure as to how to proceed with reporting a sexual
assault and were without a trained advocate who could have assisted with
their understanding.
•

ALLEGATION:

The Department of Athletics did not advise the

Student-Athlete that she could or should have a rape victim advocate
with her at all meetings.
•

RESPONSE: The investigation indicates that the Department of Athletics
did recommend that the Student-Athlete and her family retain legal
counsel to protect the Student-Athlete’s interests; however, the
Department of Athletics did not offer to obtain a trained counselor or rape
victim advocate for the Student-Athlete to accompany her to meetings
with AD. Some sources within the Department of Athletics state that the
Student-Athlete’s father asserted that he would be serving as his
daughter’s advocate during meetings.

In his interview with the

Investigators, the Student-Athlete’s father stated that he never made any
such statement and that he was in no position to serve as his daughter’s
advocate because he had no knowledge whatsoever of “how these things
are handled.” During her interview with the Investigators, the StudentAthlete stated that she was not aware that she was allowed to bring her
RVAP advocate with her to the Department of Athletics’ meetings, given
the high level officials who would be present.
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•

ALLEGATION:

Marcus Mills did not give clear or effective

communication to the Student-Athlete or her family regarding the
progress of the investigation of the incident.
•

RESPONSE: In his interview with the Investigators, the Student-Athlete’s
father indicated that he was deeply dissatisfied with Mills’ performance as
the liaison with the family on the progress of the investigation. On or
about October 24, Mills spoke with the Student-Athlete’s father, at the
request of Betsy Altmaier, and stated that he would now be the family’s
liaison with respect to the investigation. The Student-Athlete’s father
stated that Mills was extremely difficult to reach and that each time he
spoke to Mills about the investigation, he was “given a different story.”
The Student-Athlete’s father stated that when he complained to Mills
about the fact that Football Player #2 and Football Player #1 had not been
removed from Hillcrest Hall, Mills’ response was that there was a lot of
“bureaucracy” involved in University investigations and that things would
happen “in time.” Mills spoke with the Student-Athlete’s father between
October 24 and November 13, after which time their communication
ceased. The Student-Athlete’s father is of the opinion that the entire
situation “would have been better” if Mills had never contacted him. The
Student-Athlete’s father’s dissatisfaction is understandable in that the
General Counsel’s involvement as liaison for an alleged victim of sexual
assault is improper, given the perceived (if not apparent) conflict of
interest with the General Counsel acting in such a capacity.
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•

ALLEGATION:

President Sally Mason was uninformed and

unresponsive with respect to the incident.
•

RESPONSE:

The investigation determined that President Mason was

aware of and responsive to the incident. She primarily relied upon other
sources to oversee the University’s handling of the investigation.
President Sally Mason was informed of the incident on October 15. In
general, she relied upon her General Counsel to oversee the University’s
response to the incident. President Mason contacted EOD officials in
early November and encouraged them to complete the investigation into
the incident as quickly as possible so that appropriate sanctions could be
made, if necessary. On November 5, the Student-Athlete’s father placed a
call to Sally Mason. An administrative assistant took the message and
sent the message to Marcus Mills, General Counsel, inquiring if this was a
matter to which the President should respond. The General Counsel’s logs
show that Marcus Mills returned the father’s call later that day. On or
about November 20, President Mason also made a phone call to the
Student-Athlete’s mother, expressing her sympathy for what the StudentAthlete had experienced. However, a call later that day from the StudentAthlete’s mother to President Mason increased the mother’s frustration.
•

ALLEGATION: EOD officials were aggressive and accusatory while
interviewing the Student-Athlete and accused her of bringing the
incident upon herself.

•

RESPONSE: The investigation did not uncover any evidence suggesting
EOD officials intended to make the Student-Athlete feel responsible for
the incident, as reported in the Student-Athlete’s mother’s November 19,
2007 letter. The Investigators reviewed an audio recording of the Student-
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Athlete’s interview with EOD, as well as all of the interview notes, and
heard no indication that EOD officials accused the Student-Athlete of
bringing the alleged sexual assault upon herself.

However, there are

factors surrounding the interview, including the type of questioning used,
which may have led to the Student-Athlete’s negative perception of her
interviewers.
•

ALLEGATION:

Phillip Jones had no information on the

investigation and was not aware of the incident until he was contacted
by the Student-Athlete’s mother.
•

RESPONSE:

The investigation confirmed that while Jones told the

Student-Athlete’s mother on November 13 that he “had nothing” on the
alleged sexual assault and that he did not know her name or her daughter’s
name, Jones (a) was informed of the incident by Fred Mims on the
morning of October 15, (b) had other conversations with Fred Mims
during the first week after it occurred, and (c) had received a report on the
incident from the Department of Athletics on October 23. Jones failed to
give the Investigators any satisfactory explanation for this misstatement.
•

ALLEGATION: The Student-Athlete was subjected to harassment
and retaliatory behavior by other members of the student-athlete
community.

•

RESPONSE: The Investigators found the Student-Athlete’s assertions
that she was subjected to harassment and retaliation from members of the
football team, as well as other student-athletes, to be credible.

This

alleged harassment included physical threats and shouts of insulting and
offensive language. The Student-Athlete told the Investigators that the
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behavior was at its worst when the Student-Athlete was in areas where
large numbers of student-athletes were present, such as in the Hillcrest
Hall dining area and the student-athlete Learning Center. The response by
University officials to this harassment was ineffectual.
•

ALLEGATION: Department of Athletics officials were aware that
Football Player #2 had likely engaged in sexual intercourse with the
Student-Athlete by the end of the first week of the investigation, but
failed to inform her of this fact.

•

RESPONSE:

The investigation confirmed that no one from the

Department of Athletics had fully informed the Student-Athlete of
Football Player #2’s probable involvement in the incident.

The

Department of Athletics was contacted by an attorney for Football
Player #2 on or about October 19. The Student-Athlete was not informed
of Football Player #2’s probable involvement at that point. Department of
Athletics officials stated that they assumed the Student-Athlete knew
about Football Player #2’s involvement because, during the October 16
and 17 meetings, she referred to two student-athletes.

However, the

Student-Athlete was referring not to Football Player #2, but to another
student-athlete who had been in the room with Football Player #1 prior to
the incident and who, she later stated, had no involvement in the alleged
assault.
•

ALLEGATION: Football Player #2 was permitted to reside down the
hall from the Student-Athlete for three weeks.

•

RESPONSE: The Investigators found that Phillip Jones failed to remove
Football Player #2 and Football Player #1 from the dormitory they shared
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with the Student-Athlete, although he acknowledged to the Investigators
that he had the authority to do so. The UI Policy on Violence, UI Sexual
Harassment Policy and the UI Sexual Assault Policy all allow for the Vice
President for Student Services to take interim action to protect the health
and safety of an alleged victim of a sexual assault, even if the report is
being investigated informally. In his interview with the Investigators,
Jones acknowledged he had the authority to move the alleged perpetrators
to another dormitory in order to protect the Student-Athlete. Jones was
aware of the allegations against Football Player #1 on October 15. He was
aware of the allegations against Football Player #2 by October 23 when he
received the Department of Athletics’ report on the incident. At no point
did he exercise his interim sanction power to remove either one of them
from the dormitory they shared with the Student-Athlete.

When the

Student-Athlete was finally informed of the involvement of Football
Player #2 on November 9, she realized that he had been living down the
hall from her in a female student’s room for three weeks.
•

ALLEGATION:

The Student-Athlete and her family were led to

believe that Betsy Altmaier represented the President’s Office and
was, therefore, keeping President Mason updated on the progress of
the investigation. However, this was not the case.
•

RESPONSE: It appears that until November 16, the Student-Athlete and
her family did, in fact, believe that Betsy Altmaier “represented” the
President’s Office in some way.

Altmaier’s direct contact was with

Marcus Mills, the University’s General Counsel, upon whom President
Mason relied to monitor the handling of the investigation. Therefore,
Altmaier indirectly fulfilled the role of keeping President Mason’s Office
informed, through Mills.
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•

ALLEGATION: There is no such thing as an informal investigation
under the University’s sexual assault policies and protocols (as stated
by Phillip Jones).

•

RESPONSE: Both the UI Violence Policy and the UI Sexual Harassment
Policy clearly provide for informal investigation of allegations of sexual
assault. When interviewed by the Investigators, Jones continued to assert
that there is no informal method for investigation of sexual assault
allegations. When presented with the relevant sections of the UI Violence
Policy and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy, he essentially made a
“supremacy” argument, stating that the UI Code of Student Life is a
preemptory policy to both the UI Violence Policy and the UI Sexual
Harassment Policy and that, therefore, because the UI Code of Student
Life does not explicitly provide for informal investigation, the informal
investigation provisions in the other two policies are invalid. The UI Code
of Student Life refers, however, to EOD, which conducts both informal
and formal investigations pursuant to the UI Sexual Harassment Policy.

•

ALLEGATION: The University did not handle the situation in a
professional way that followed University protocol and compliance
with its own rules.

•

RESPONSE: Although University policies and procedures may have been
followed as to “form,” the investigation revealed substantial flaws in not
only the University of Iowa’s response to the alleged sexual assault at
issue, but also in its policies, procedures and practices regarding the same.
However, Special Counsel uncovered no evidence of any attempt by
officials associated with the University to cover up the alleged assault.
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Despite the efforts of some student-athletes and their coaches to ensure a
supportive environment for the Student-Athlete, other student-athletes
behaved in a crude manner, using bullying and abusive tactics toward a
fellow student-athlete in need of support and nurturing. The Office of the
Vice President for Student Services and Dean of Students also failed in its
responsibilities to the Student-Athlete. While Phillip Jones’ failure to act
did not technically violate the “letter” of the University’s policies and
procedures, his inaction was fundamentally inconsistent with the
“substance” and intent of those policies. Finally, the Office of the General
Counsel should never have assumed a supervisory role in the investigation
of the incident. To do so was an inherent conflict of interest.

(2)

Allegations contained in the Student-Athlete’s Parents’ May 16,
2008 Letter

•

ALLEGATION: On a phone call with the Student-Athlete’s mother,
President Mason told her that she does not “deal with these types of
issues” but would gladly direct the Student-Athlete’s mother to
someone who did.

•

RESPONSE: The investigation revealed that President Mason and the
Student-Athlete’s mother have differing impressions of this phone call.
According to the Student-Athlete’s mother, when she called the
President’s Office on November 20 to ask a question about the progress of
the investigation, the President told her that she “didn’t typically handle
these things” and would give the Student-Athlete’s mother the contact
information for someone who did. President Mason’s recollection is that
the Student-Athlete’s mother was asking questions about matters being
dealt with by Chuck Green, DPS Director who was handling the criminal
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investigation, and that she offered to assist the Student-Athlete’s mother
with getting in touch with him. Both parties agree that at that point, the
Student-Athlete’s mother became extremely frustrated and ended the
phone call. The Investigators found no evidence that the President’s intent
was to stonewall the Student-Athlete’s mother in any way. Likewise, the
Student-Athlete’s mother’s frustration is understandable, given the
confusion and lack of communication she and her family had experienced
up to that point.
•

ALLEGATION:

Phillip Jones promised the Student-Athlete she

would be protected from harassment; however, that did not happen.
•

RESPONSE: The investigation concluded that Phillip Jones’ response to
the retaliatory and harassing behavior directed at the Student-Athlete was
insufficient and ineffective. When the Student-Athlete informed Jones of
the harassing treatment she was experiencing from other student-athletes,
he sent letters (on November 21 and November 28) to the student-athletes
whom the Student-Athlete identified, regarding their retaliatory actions.
The letters Jones sent were not effectively worded and did not inform the
student-athletes that they had already been accused of conduct in violation
of the University’s anti-retaliation policy, and there was no in-person
follow-up. Furthermore, Jones failed to commence disciplinary action
against the student-athletes identified by the Student-Athlete for their
behavior, despite his authority to do so. The Student-Athlete, not realizing
the letters had been sent and seeing no effect from her reports of the
harassment, did not report the continuing behavior to Jones after
November.
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•

ALLEGATION:

The Student-Athlete’s coach and his staff

abandoned the Student-Athlete following the incident.
•

RESPONSE: The evidence suggests that the Student-Athlete’s coaching
and training staff were generally supportive following the incident.
During their interviews with the Investigators, the Student-Athlete and her
family stated, however, that they felt that the staff’s support declined
substantially in the second semester. Evidence obtained as part of the
investigation suggest that at least some of the feelings of abandonment on
the part of the Student-Athlete and her family are the result of external
factors, rather than retaliation for reporting the alleged sexual assault.
First, the Student-Athlete’s parents’ perceptions may be due to their
inability to obtain information on their daughter’s athletic progress during
the spring after she withdrew permission for the staff to share information
with her parents. Second, the purported withdrawal of support from the
Student-Athlete was likely due, in part, to her coaches’ and trainers’
perceptions that the Student-Athlete did not wish to interact with them,
based upon the Student-Athlete’s behavior, which appears to be the result
of the emotional effects of the alleged assault.

•

ALLEGATION:

Betsy Altmaier, however, remained extremely

supportive and encouraging to the Student-Athlete following the
incident.
•

RESPONSE: The evidence obtained during the investigation indicated
that Betsy Altmaier exhibited an appropriate response to the October 14
incident and thereafter.
officials

of

experiencing.

the

Altmaier informed Department of Athletics

continued

harassment

the

Student-Athlete

was

On November 14, Altmaier met with members of the
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Student Athlete’s team to emphasize their responsibility to support the
Student-Athlete. She also expressed her concern that the Student-Athlete
and her family felt they were being misled by the Department of Athletics
as to what the informal investigation could accomplish and were not clear
as to the reason for EOD’s involvement in the investigation. Altmaier’s
concern and work with the Student-Athlete continued throughout the
second semester and up through August. It was clear from interviews with
the Student-Athlete and her parents that they all hold Betsy Altmaier in
very high regard and were extremely satisfied with her treatment of the
Student-Athlete.
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SECTION III
REVIEW OF UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND PROCEDURES

A.

Overview of Relevant University Policies and Procedures

The University of Iowa’s sexual assault policies and procedures must comply
with several state and federal laws.

Several privacy laws regulate the amount of

information that the University may disclose regarding sexual assault reports and
investigations. The Federal Educational Right to Privacy Act (“FERPA”) denies federal
funds to educational institutions that have a policy or practice of disclosing “education
records” or “personally identifiable information contained in” education records without
a student’s prior consent.3

Furthermore, in instances in which a sexual assault

investigation involves examination of medical records, the investigation may raise
concerns of compliance with the Health Insurance Portability and Accountability Act
(“HIPAA”), which prohibits disclosure of certain “individually identifiable health
information.”4 Similarly, the Iowa Open Records Act requires both student and medical
records be kept confidential.5

On the other hand, while FERPA, HIPAA and the Iowa Open Records Act place
the University under a substantial duty to maintain privacy in sexual assault reporting and
investigation, the Jeanne Clery Crime Security Reporting Act (the “Clery Act”) places
the University under a duty to report such incidents.

The Clery Act requires the

University to give a warning of the occurrence of certain crimes “in a manner that is
timely and will aid in the prevention of similar crimes.”6 In drafting and executing its

3

20 U.S.C. §1232g(b)(1), Appendix L.
45 C.F.R. §164.502, Appendix M.
5
Iowa Code §22.7, Appendix P.
6
34 C.F.R. §668.46(e), Appendix N.
4
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sexual assault policies and procedures, the University must take these various regulations
into account.

The University of Iowa has several policies which reference allegations of sexual
assault. Which procedure or policy governs depends upon a number of factors, including
the status of the alleged perpetrator (student or faculty/staff), the location where the
alleged assault took place (on or off-campus, in a dormitory or not) and the alleged
victim’s personal choice. In addition to the variety of policies which may apply, each
individual policy contains multiple investigation options from which the alleged victim
may choose.

Sexual assault allegations are covered by the UI Policy on Violence, the UI Sexual
Harassment Policy, the UI Code of Student Life (in cases in which the perpetrator is a
University student) and by the UI Sexual Assault Policy (which summarizes the various
other policies, reporting options, and resources available for sexual assault victims).
Both the UI Policy on Violence and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy indicate that when
any University academic or administrative officer becomes aware of an allegation of
sexual assault, that allegation must be reported to EOD, except when the allegations are
against a student regarding conduct occurring in the residence hall, which must be
reported to the Office of the Vice President for Student Services.7 Under the UI Code of
Student Life, sexual assault complaints against a student may be filed with EOD or the
Office of the Vice President for Student Services.8 Under the UI Sexual Assault Policy, a
victim of a sexual assault has two primary reporting options: an assault may be reported
to the appropriate law enforcement agency or to the University administration, or to
both.9

7

UI Violence Policy II-10.7(e), Appendix C, and UI Sexual Harassment Policy II-4.2(b)(4), Appendix F.
UI Judicial Procedure for Alleged Violations of the UI Code of Student Life, Sections 1 and 2, Appendix
H.
9
UI Campus Crime Policies and Information, Section F (Sexual Assault Policy), Appendix D.
8
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Under the UI Policy on Violence and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy, once an
alleged victim makes a sexual assault complaint, he or she has three procedural options
for investigating the complaint: (1) an informal investigation conducted by an academic
or administrative officer (a.k.a. departmental investigation), (2) an informal investigation
conducted by EOD, or (3) a formal investigation by EOD.10 The UI Code of Student Life
does not explicitly provide for “informal” investigation of sexual assaults.

It does

implicitly allow such informal investigation because it refers investigation of violations
of the UI Sexual Harassment Policy (which contains an informal investigation procedure)
to EOD.11

When an investigation results in a finding of sexual assault, the remedies
available to the victim depend upon the policy and procedure under which the
investigation was conducted. When EOD finds that a person committed a sexual assault
via a formal investigation, EOD’s report is sent to a higher level administrator for review
and further action.12 Which administrator receives the EOD report depends upon the
status of the perpetrator (faculty, staff, student, or graduate assistant).13

The

administrator who reviews EOD’s finding may (among other options) initiate formal
disciplinary action against the perpetrator.14

If the perpetrator is a student, the

administrator who reviews EOD’s finding is the Vice President for Student Services, and
formal disciplinary action can be taken via a formal administrative hearing under the
UI Code of Student Life.15 No disciplinary action can be taken against a person charged
with sexual assault pursuant to an informal complaint.16

10

UI Violence Policy II-10.6-10.8, Appendix C, and UI Sexual Harassment Policy II-4.2, Appendix F.
UI Judicial Procedure for Alleged Violations of the UI Code of Student Life, Sections 1 and 2, Appendix
H.
12
UI Violence Policy II-10.9, Appendix C, and UI Sexual Harassment Policy II-4.2, Appendix F.
13
Id.
14
Id.
15
Id.
16
UI Violence Policy II-10.7(d), Appendix C, and UI Sexual Harassment Policy II-4.2(b)(3), Appendix F.
11
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The University of Iowa Department of Athletics has a Student-Athlete Code of
Conduct, which is violated when a student-athlete is found, by a criminal or formal
University investigation, to have committed a sexual assault.

The Department of

Athletics also produces several documents relating to sexual assault reporting options,
notification requirements, action steps and investigation types.17 The Department of
Athletics considers these charts and guidelines to be internal documents used to set out
the University’s existing policies and the required reporting sequence, rather than
separate policies for handling informal investigations within the Department of
Athletics.18 Betsy Altmaier, Faculty Athletic Representative to Big Ten Conference &
NCAA, found the status of these documents and their requirements to be confusing.19

B.

Concerns with Current University Policies and Procedures

The Investigators identified several problems with the University’s current sexual
assault policies and procedures. The overlapping jurisdiction of numerous entities, the
number of applicable policies and the variety of investigation options are extremely
confusing. In fact, the Investigators found that the various policies and investigation
options are not well understood even by University personnel.

These policies and

procedures may prove especially confusing to victims who are in a vulnerable state and
unsure as to how to proceed with reporting a sexual assault. In the October 14 incident,
for example, the meeting notes of several University officials suggest that the Department
of Athletics attempted to explain the various options for reporting and investigating the
incident to the Student-Athlete and her father.20

However, when the Investigators

interviewed the Student-Athlete and her father separately, they each had a different
understanding of what “formal” and “informal” investigations were and how many types
17

See UI Department of Athletics Resource and Referral Options for Victims of Sexual Assault, Appendix
J; Initial Notification Procedures for Student-Athlete Incidents and Sexual Harassment or Assault Action
Steps, Appendix K.
18
See Mary Curtis’ 7/21/08 e-mail to Richard Klatt and Steven Parrott.*
19
Interview notes from Betsy Altmaier’s interview with Tom Evans.*
20
Fred Mims’ 10/15/07 meeting notes;* and Mary Curtis’ 10/16/07 and 10/17/07 meeting notes.*
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of investigation options existed.21 They also did not understand that many of the goals
they wished to achieve in reporting the incident could not possibly be accomplished via
an informal investigation.

The Investigators also found substantial confusion among University officials as
to what the policies state. For example, officials in EOD state (correctly) that there are
three forms of investigation for sexual assault:
departmental informal.

22

EOD formal, EOD informal and

On the other hand, officials in the Department of Student

Services adamantly believe there is no such thing as informal investigation for sexual
assault.23 Some members of the University faculty were completely unaware that EOD
had any jurisdiction at all to investigate sexual assaults.24 The faculty’s confusion is
understandable, given that EOD’s name, Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity,
conveys almost no indication that it would be an entity responsible for handling
allegations of sexual assault.

The Investigators found serious issues relating to departmental informal
investigation of sexual assaults. As mentioned earlier, under the UI Violence Policy and
UI Sexual Harassment Policy, a sexual assault may be investigated and “resolved”
informally by “any academic or administrative officer of the University,” including deans
and faculty department directors.25 However, due to the highly sensitive nature of sexual
assault investigations, it is extremely important that such investigations be conducted by
individuals with training and experience in handling allegations of sexual crimes.
Furthermore, sexual assault investigations conducted by individual department leaders

21

The Student-Athlete believed she had two options: (1) “Formal” investigation, meaning an investigation
by the police, and (2) “Informal” investigation, meaning investigation by the Department of Athletics.
The Student-Athlete’s father believed his daughter had three options: (1) “Formal” investigation by the
University; (2) “Informal” investigation by the Department of Athletics, or (3) a criminal investigation.
22
Investigators’ interview with Tiffini Stephenson Earl; Investigators’ interview with Marcella David.
23
Tom Baker’s 10/30/07 e-mail to Marc Mills;* Investigators’ Interview with Phillip Jones.
24
Investigators’ Interviews with various University personnel.
25
UI Violence Policy II-10.7, Appendix C, and UI Sexual Harassment Policy II-4.2, Appendix F.
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raise substantial concerns regarding the perception of a conflict of interest and a lack of
transparency.

Departmental informal investigations of sexual assault allegations, no matter how
objectively conducted, will almost certainly lead to a public perception of a conflict of
interest. Both an alleged victim, as well as the public at large, may find it extremely
difficult to believe that a University department does not possess any bias in favor of
protecting its own best interest. The appearance of self-protective bias is heightened if
the University’s General Counsel is intimately involved in the departmental investigation
(as was the case in the departmental investigation of the October 14 incident).

The Investigators also determined that the University may benefit substantially
from policies which require the presence of a trained rape victim advocate during all
steps of the reporting and investigation process involving the alleged victim. Special
Counsel recognizes that there is some debate regarding whether it is beneficial to
mandate the presence of such an advocate. However, alleged victims should be fully
informed at all times of their right to an advocate, and such an advocate should be made
readily available.

The Investigators were concerned with the fact that none of the existing policies
or procedures requires University personnel to notify DPS when information of an
alleged sexual assault is received. It is DPS policy that a reported sexual assault is not
necessarily prosecuted, and no charges are filed without the consent of the alleged
victim.26 Betsy Altmaier advised Tom Evans, during his investigation, that she was
unaware of any University official advising the Student-Athlete that she could make a
statement to DPS without filing charges. It appears that the procedure is not generally
understood by University personnel. However, if the alleged assault is reported promptly
to DPS, potential witnesses may be interviewed immediately, and there is a greater

26

UI DPS Operations Manual §216.03.
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opportunity for preservation of physical evidence. On the other hand, experts in sexual
assault victim advocacy raise legitimate concerns that a policy incorporating mandatory
DPS involvement may have a chilling effect on sexual assault reporting.27 Therefore, the
appropriateness of any such mandatory reporting policy should be reviewed extensively
prior to any modification of University policies and procedures to that effect.

The Investigators were also concerned with the compliance of the UI Sexual
Harassment Policy and the UI Violence Policy with the Clery Act.28 Under the Clery
Act, university policies relating to sexual assault must include “information on a
student’s option to notify appropriate law enforcement authorities, including on-campus
and local police, and a statement that institutional personnel will assist the student in
notifying these authorities if the student requests the assistance of these personnel,” as
well as information regarding “the importance of preserving evidence of a criminal
offense”.29 The University’s Sexual Harassment Policy makes no reference to the option
to contact law enforcement or the notice of evidence preservation in cases in which the
sexual harassment allegation includes an allegation of sexual assault.

The UI Violence Policy states that when a member of the University community
believes himself or herself or someone else to be in “immediate physical danger,” law
enforcement should be contacted, but that in “other situations,” “appropriate University
officials are available to coordinate a response.”30 The option to report a violation to law
enforcement is not listed in either the “Bringing a Complaint” or the investigation and
resolution sections of the policy.31 Many sexual assault victims would not perceive this
as a notification of the option to contact police, since in many cases the “immediate

27

Investigators’ interviews with RVAP officials.
The Clery Act also includes requirements for crime reporting, including, for example, timely warnings
and crime statistics. This section focuses only on the provisions for sexual assault policies. U.S.
Department of Education's Office of Postsecondary Education, THE HANDBOOK OF CAMPUS CRIME
REPORTNG, Page 6 (2005) (hereafter, Handbook of Campus Crime Reporting), Appendix O.
29
34 C.F.R. §668.46(b)(11)(ii), Appendix N.
30
UI Violence Policy, Section II-10.1.a and 10.1.b, Appendix C.
31
UI Violence Policy, Sections II-10.6-10.8, Appendix C.
28
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physical danger” to the victim has passed once the sexual assault is over. Furthermore,
the policy does not inform alleged victims that reporting an incident to the police does
not commit the alleged victim to pressing charges or prosecuting the alleged perpetrator,
but that such reporting can be beneficial to preserve evidence.

The Investigators also identified areas in the UI Sexual Assault Policy, UI
Violence Policy and UI Sexual Harassment Policies which should be revised to more
closely track the language of the Clery Act and its regulations. First, while the UI Sexual
Assault Policy does list the reporting options for victims of sexual assault (including the
option to notify law enforcement), the University should consider including language in
the UI Sexual Assault Policy, UI Violence Policy and UI Sexual Harassment Policies
which strongly encourages sexual assault victims to report the incident to law
enforcement as soon as possible.32
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For example, the Department of Education’s

handbook for Clery Act compliance suggests the following language: “The University
Police Department strongly advocates that a victim of sexual assault report the incident in
a timely manner. Time is a critical factor for evidence collection and preservation. An
assault should be reported directly to a University officer and/or to a Housing and
Residential Education representative…”34

Second, the policies relating to sexual assault should be modified to more clearly
notify complainants of their right to change their academic and living situations after
reporting an alleged sexual assault. Under the Clery Act, sexual assault policies must
include a “[n]otification of students' options for, and available assistance in, changing
academic and living situations after an alleged sexual assault incident, if so requested by
the victim and if such changes are reasonably available.”35 The UI Sexual Assault Policy
provides that “the accused student may be involuntarily transferred to a different
32

Campus Crime Policies and Information, Section F (Sexual Assault Policy), Appendix D.
Note: The University’s general crime reporting policy does strongly encourage members of the
University community to promptly report all crimes to law enforcement but this language is not repeated
in the UI Sexual Assault Policy.
34
HANDPOOK FOR CAMPUS CRIME REPORTING, Page 107, Appendix O.
35
20 U.S.C. §1092(f)(8)(B)(vii), Appendix N.
33
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residence hall, different class, or different work unit following receipt of a complaint
depending upon the circumstances of the case and available alternatives.”36 The UI
Sexual Harassment and Violence Policies merely contain a provision to the effect that a
“lateral transfer” of either party to a complaint in an “employment setting” or the
“classroom” may be made to protect a party to the complaint. These policies should be
revised to be more consistent with the language mandated by Clery.

The University’s policies relating to general crime reporting and sexual assaults,
in combination with the University websites and orientation materials provided to
students, faculty and other personnel, comply with the Clery Act. Nevertheless, it is
advisable that the policies be revised in order to more closely track the language of the
Clery Act and its regulations. In addition, it is essential that the University take steps to
consolidate its policies into a single policy for the typical user’s ease of reference and
use.

The confusing, overlapping and ambiguous policies and procedures adopted by
the University create an environment in which a sexual assault investigation may be
mishandled.

In fact, even if the University’s policies and procedures were strictly

followed and the performance of University personnel were exemplary, these policy
flaws would make it almost certain that many alleged victims of sexual assault would feel
some level of dissatisfaction with the University’s handling of their cases.

36

Campus Crime Policies and Information, Section F (Sexual Assault Policy), Appendix D.
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SECTION IV
COMPLIANCE WITH UNIVERSITY POLICIES AND
PROCEDURES

As mentioned earlier, the inherent flaws in the University’s sexual assault policies
and procedures likely contributed to the stress, trauma, and overall dissatisfaction felt by
the Student-Athlete and her family. In their investigation of the University’s response
to the Student-Athlete’s case, the Investigators determined that the University’s
policies and procedures were, in large part, complied with literally.

The

Investigators uncovered no evidence of any conspiracy or attempt to cover-up the
incident. The Investigators did identify numerous failures of communication, instances
of lack of transparency, a culture of emphasis on form over substance and a lack of
awareness of the unique treatment necessary in conducting a sexual assault investigation.
An evaluation of the responses of individual departments and personnel follows.

A.

UI Department of Athletics
(1)

General Performance of the Department of Athletics

Based upon the information obtained during their interviews and document
review, the Investigators have determined that, overall, the Department of Athletics
personnel substantially complied with University policy and procedure for reporting an
informal investigation of sexual assault. The Investigators uncovered no evidence that
the Department of Athletics attempted to cover up the incident. The Investigators did
find some of AD’s responses to be lacking in certain respects.

The first major performance issue identified by the Investigators was the failure of
AD to make clear to the Student-Athlete exactly how little authority it had to resolve the
31

matter to the Student-Athlete’s satisfaction.

Under the UI Policy on Violence and

UI Sexual Harassment Policy, no disciplinary action can be taken against a person
charged with sexual assault pursuant to an informal complaint.37 It is unclear precisely
what action the Student-Athlete wanted taken against Football Player #1. However,
documents and interviews suggest that at various points, the Student-Athlete stated that
she wanted him permanently removed from the football team, permanently removed from
the dormitory (Hillcrest Hall) in which they both resided and/or expelled from the
University. 38

The Investigators found little evidence that the Student-Athlete was ever informed
that while it was possible for the Department of Athletics to arrange for suspension from
the football team, it was impossible to have Football Player #1 expelled from the
University, permanently removed from the dormitory or dismissed from the football team
without the Student-Athlete first filing a formal complaint with EOD. While Fred Mims’
and Gary Barta’s notes of a meeting with the Student-Athlete seem to state that some of
these issues were mentioned to the Student-Athlete, the Student-Athlete and her father
clearly believed that the Department of Athletics had full authority to handle the
incident.39 In fact, the Student-Athlete’s father told the Investigators that he was under
the impression that Fred Mims would handle everything.40

It is also clear from the Investigators’ interviews with the Student-Athlete and her
father that if, in fact, Department of Athletics officials properly explained the various
reporting and investigation options, the Student-Athlete and her father did not understand
them fully.

As mentioned earlier, the meeting notes of several University officials

suggest that the Department of Athletics attempted to explain the various options for
reporting and investigating the incident to the Student-Athlete and her father and
37

UI Violence Policy II-10.7(d), Appendix C, and UI Sexual Harassment Policy II-4.2(b)(3), Appendix F.
Fred Mims’ 10/15/07 meeting notes;* Mary Curtis’ 10/16/07 meeting notes.*
39
Fred Mims’ 10/15/07 meeting notes;* Gary Barta’s 10/17/07 meeting notes;* Investigators’ interview
with the Student-Athlete’s father.
40
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete’s father.
38
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provided her father with a copy of the UI Sexual Harassment Policy.41

When the

Investigators interviewed the Student-Athlete and her father separately, each had a
different understanding of what “formal” and “informal” investigations were and how
many types of investigation options existed.42 The Student-Athlete’s and her father’s
confusion is likely due, in part, to the confusing nature of the existing policies. The
confusion is likely, also, due to the fact that the meetings in which the policies were
explained occurred within 72 hours of the traumatic incident, with no trained advocate
present. The Student-Athlete and her father were likely not in a position to fully process
the complex policies that were being explained.

The fact that the Department of Athletics did not offer the Student-Athlete a
trained counselor or rape victim advocate to accompany her to meetings with AD is
relevant to the feelings of confusion and isolation experienced by the Student-Athlete and
her parents. Some sources within the Department of Athletics state that the StudentAthlete’s father asserted that he would be serving as his daughter’s advocate during
meetings.43 In his interview with the Investigators, the Student-Athlete’s father stated
that he never made any such statement and that he was in no position to serve as his
daughter’s advocate because he had no knowledge whatsoever of “how these things are
handled.”44 During her interview with the Investigators, the Student-Athlete stated that
she was not aware that she was allowed to bring her RVAP advocate with her to the
Department of Athletics meetings, given the high level officials who would be present.45
The Department of Athletics did recommend that the Student-Athlete and her father
contact an attorney who specializes in representing persons with grievances against the
University, but they declined to do so.46 Nevertheless, the presence of an emotionally

41

Investigators’ interview with Fred Mims; Investigators’ interview with Student-Athlete’s father; notes
from Mary Curtis’ interview with Tom Evans.*
42
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete; Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete’s
father.
43
Investigators’ interviews with Department of Athletics officials.
44
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete’s father.
45
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete.
46
Investigators’ interview with Betsy Altmaier.
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composed, trained advocate, who understood University procedures and whose only
responsibility was to protect the Student-Athlete’s interest during the October 16 and 17
meetings, may have prevented many of the miscommunications that occurred.

Some accounts of the conduct of Department of Athletics officials during the
October 17 meeting cause concern. The Student-Athlete’s father stated that after his
daughter had recounted the details of her alleged sexual assault, Gary Barta seemed to be
more concerned with the Student-Athlete’s underage drinking in the dormitories than
with the alleged sexual assault.47

He felt that the issue of his daughter’s drinking

“seemed to take over the meeting” and recalled officials asking the Student-Athlete for
the names of the other students who were drinking in violation of school policy.48
Officials from the Department of Athletics did not recall any such inquiries.49

Issues of underage and excessive drinking are certainly serious concerns for the
University. Such issues should not be, or appear to be, however, the primary emphasis in
the investigation of an alleged sexual assault. Such emphasis may tend to make the
alleged victim feel that the incident was his or her fault.50 Additionally, such treatment
may have a chilling effect on sexual assault reporting for fear of “getting in trouble” over
alcohol consumption.

The most egregious communication failure found by the Investigators was the
failure of anyone from the Department of Athletics to fully inform the Student-Athlete of
Football Player #2’s probable involvement in the incident. Department of Athletics
officials stated that they assumed the Student-Athlete knew about Football Player #2’s
involvement because during the October 16 and 17 meetings, she referred to two studentathletes who were involved.51

However, the Student-Athlete was referring not to

47

Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete’s father.
Id.
49
Investigators’ interviews with Department of Athletics Officials.
50
Investigators’ interview with Monique DiCarlo and Diane Funk.
51
Investigators’ interviews with Department of Athletics Officials.
48
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Football Player #2, but to another student-athlete who had been in the room with Football
Player #1 prior to the incident and who, she later stated, had no involvement in the
alleged assault.52

On October 19, Fred Mims received a call from legal counsel for Football Player
#2, informing him that Football Player #2 had retained him as counsel in connection with
the accusations being made against him.53 Fred Mims called the Student-Athlete to ask
her if she remembered Football Player #2 being present in the room on October 14.54 She
stated that she did not recall him being present.55 However, rather than telling the
Student-Athlete about Football Player #2’s probable involvement at that point, Fred
Mims simply ended the call, and the Department of Athletics turned the investigation
over to EOD the next day.56

In a related communication failure, the transfer of the investigation from the
Department of Athletics to EOD was never clearly explained to the Student-Athlete or
her family.

On October 23, after realizing that the incident could no longer be

investigated informally due to Football Player #2’s possible involvement, the Department
of Athletics turned its investigation over to EOD.57

EOD then proceeded with the

investigation as a formal investigation. Fred Mims stated that he informed the StudentAthlete’s father that the investigation was being turned over to EOD.58

When the

Investigators interviewed the Student-Athlete’s father, he stated that he had “never heard
of EOD” until they interviewed the Student-Athlete in November.59

Similarly, the

Student-Athlete stated that when she was called into the interview with EOD on
November 1, she “had no idea who they were.”60 It is clear that if the transfer of the case
52

Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete.
Investigators’ interview with Fred Mims; Mary Curtis’ 10/23/07 Incident Report.*
54
Investigators’ interview with Fred Mims.
55
Investigators’ interview with Fred Mims.
56
Id.
57
Id.
58
Id.
59
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete’s father.
60
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete.
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was explained to the Student-Athlete and/or her family, it was not done in such a way
that they understood.

The Department of Athletics was also less than thorough in its internal
investigation of the October 14 incident. AD’s investigators knew by the end of their
October 17 meeting with the Student-Athlete that the alleged assault occurred in Hillcrest
Hall, Room N207. 61 The Student-Athlete indicated that the room was vacant at the time
of the incident.62 One of the two football players who were assigned to that room for the
2007-2008 school year, but who had been living off-campus, was ordered to move back
in by Kirk Ferentz, in accordance with Department of Athletics’ rules, shortly after the
incident.63 The second football player who was assigned to Room N207 was also living
off-campus and turned in his key on October 30.64 A third football player was assigned
to move in with the first football player.65 However, the football players did not move
back into the room until approximately October 27 and 28.66 Therefore, there were
approximately two weeks during which Department of Athletics investigators could have
sealed off access to Room N207, preserving any evidence of a forcible sexual encounter
located therein. The Investigators did not find any evidence that this was done or even
considered.

The vacant room in which the October 14 incident occurred also raises a studentathlete housing regulation issue for the Department of Athletics.

According to

Department of Athletics’ policy, freshmen and sophomore football players must reside in
University dormitories.67

The football players who were supposed to reside in

Room N207 pursuant to this policy checked out their keys to Room N207, but never

61

Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete; Fred Mims’ 10/15/07 meeting notes.*
Investigators’ interview with the Student-Athlete.
63
Investigators’ interview with N207 Football Player.
64
Id.; Room Records for Room N207.*
65
Id.
66
Id.
67
Investigators’ interview with N207 Football Player; Investigators’ interview with Kirk Ferentz.
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actually moved into it (until one was instructed to do so after the October 14 incident).68
The second football player turned in his key on October 30 and resided at off-campus
housing instead.69 This practice of maintaining an on-campus residence in name only and
actually residing off-campus does not appear to be uncommon. It is apparently common
enough that University Housing personnel have developed a term for it: “ghosting.”70
Department of Athletics and University housing staff are currently charged with keeping
track of student-athlete on-campus housing assignments. However, no policy or practice
of regular monitoring to ensure that student-athletes are actually residing in the rooms to
which they are assigned currently exists.71

Finally, the Investigators found it problematic that any department would have the
authority to conduct a sexual assault investigation. As mentioned earlier, departmental
informal investigations of sexual assault allegations, no matter how objectively
conducted, will almost certainly lead to a perception of a conflict of interest. Both an
alleged victim, as well as the public at large, may find it extremely difficult to believe
that a University department does not possess any bias in favor of protecting its own best
interest. Furthermore, this method allows for such investigations to be conducted by
individuals who likely have little training in fact-finding techniques, witness interviewing
skills, or dealing with victims of sexual assault.

(2)

General Performance of Department of Athletics Personnel
(a)

Performance of Gary Barta, Athletics Director

The investigation uncovered very little direct involvement from Gary
Barta in the response to the incident, other than his participation in the October 17
68
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Id.
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Andrew Borst’s 11/1/07 e-mail to Tom Baker.*
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meeting with the Student-Athlete and preparation of various statements to the media.
Fred Mims was the primary contact for the Student-Athlete and her family with respect to
the progress of the Department of Athletics’ investigation until it turned its report over to
EOD for formal investigation on October 23.72 The investigation revealed that, in spite
of little policy guidance, Barta complied with the Clery Act requirements and offered to
assist the Student-Athlete in contacting law enforcement officials to report the incident.73
At that time, the Student-Athlete was adamant that she did not want the police involved
in the investigation.74

Overall, Barta exhibited generally acceptable conduct in his limited involvement
in the Department of Athletics’ response to the incident. The perceived level of concern
with the underage alcohol consumption involved in the incident may have been
misleading to the Student-Athlete’s family. Barta was supportive of the Student-Athlete
and actively encouraged her to report the incident to law enforcement authorities. Also,
the Student-Athlete and her father agree that Barta did tell them that she could change her
mind about using an informal investigation and choose to pursue the formal procedure or
notify law enforcement at any time.75 Barta also recalls telling the Student-Athlete’s
father that the Department of Athletics did not have the authority to expel the football
players involved in the incident from the University.76
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(b)

Performance of Fred Mims, Associate Athletics Director,
Student Services & Compliance

The investigation determined that, in form, Fred Mims complied with the
University’s sexual assault policies. When he learned of the incident on October 14,
Mims promptly reported it to the Vice President for Student Services on October 15 and
ensured that Jennifer Modestou, the Director of EOD, was contacted by Mary Curtis in
compliance with the UI Policy on Violence and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy.77 His
behavior was also in compliance with the Department of Athletics Initial Notification
Procedures for Student-Athlete Incidents and Sexual Harassment or Assault Action Steps.

The investigation uncovered conflicting information regarding whether and to
what extent Fred Mims encouraged the Student-Athlete to handle the incident within the
Department of Athletics. In their interviews with the Investigators, Fred Mims and Mary
Curtis stated that the Student-Athlete was never pressured to choose one avenue of
investigation over another and was told she would be supported in whatever decision she
made.

The Student-Athlete stated in her interview that during the October 16 meeting,
she felt that Mims was trying to “push her towards Athletics.” She recalled Mims
mentioning the Pierre Pierce incident and that he told her it had “been a mess” for the
victim who went outside the department.78 She also recalls him stating that outside
investigations of sexual assault allegations against student-athletes “always get lots of
publicity” and that AD could keep the investigation “under the table.”79 Mary Curtis’
notes and the statements of others regarding the October 16 and October 17 meetings
only support the Student-Athlete’s statement that the Pierre Pierce incident was
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mentioned.80 The Investigators did not find any evidence that these statements, if made,
were made with the specific intent of encouraging the Student-Athlete to keep the
incident quiet. Rather, the Pierre Pierce incident was likely mentioned because the
Department of Athletics personnel were very conscious of it and they wanted to ensure
the Student-Athlete that such mishandling of the investigation would not happen to her.
Given the context in which the statements were made, they could easily be interpreted by
the Student-Athlete and her family as persuasion to keep an alleged sexual assault silent.

The Student-Athlete’s October 17 meeting with the head coach of the StudentAthlete’s team, Mary Curtis, Gary Barta, Kirk Ferentz and Betsy Altmaier is also
problematic. Fred Mims and Mary Curtis had already met with the Student-Athlete and
her father. The Student-Athlete’s counselor stated that, in his opinion, given the StudentAthlete’s vulnerable state, to have her in a meeting with many of the most powerful
people in the Department of Athletics at a Big Ten university constituted further
“victimization.”81 It is unclear who was responsible for determining the attendees at the
October 17 meeting. Fred Mims stated that the Student-Athlete’s father asked for the
meeting and asked that the football coach attend.82 The Student-Athlete’s father stated
that Fred Mims made a list of names of personnel to ask to the meeting and that he
simply confirmed it, believing that if football players were involved, it was reasonable to
have the football coach attend.83

Overall, the Student-Athlete’s parents were generally favorable in their review of
Fred Mims’ involvement. The Student-Athlete’s mother stated that, in her opinion, Fred
Mims “did the best he could” to handle the incident.84 The Student-Athlete’s father
stated that he felt that Mims was “trying his best” to handle the situation and to help his
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daughter with her academic and athletic responsibilities after the incident.85 On the other
hand, the Student-Athlete felt that Fred Mims was “never very nice” to her.86

In general, Fred Mims responded well to the incident in some respects, but not in
others. He complied, in form, with the University’s sexual assault policies and was
viewed favorably by the Student-Athlete’s family. The Student-Athlete did not feel that
Mims was compassionate to her situation, and he may have exercised questionable
judgment in arranging and encouraging the October 17 meeting.

(c)

Performance of Kirk Ferentz, Head Football Coach

The Investigators found no credible evidence of any attempt at a conscious
or overt cover-up of the October 14 incident on the part of Kirk Ferentz. Ferentz acted
promptly and to his highest level of authority when he was informed of the incident. Any
public statements he made regarding his knowledge of the incident, which appeared to be
less than candid, were made due to misinterpretation of a court order. Finally, there is no
evidence suggesting that Ferentz ordered the two football players to move back into the
room where the alleged assault occurred with the intent to destroy evidence.

The investigation indicates that when Ferentz was informed on October 15 of the
allegations of misconduct against his players, he took the most stringent disciplinary
action within his power against the athletes. After learning of the incident on October 15,
Ferentz immediately questioned Football Player #1 and his roommate, Football
Player #2, regarding their involvement.87 Ferentz felt that the two football players were
not truthful with him regarding their involvement so he suspended them both from the
football team on October 17.88 The UI Student-Athlete Code of Conduct allows an athlete
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to be suspended from team participation for “willfully giving false and malicious
information to a University official.”89 Ferentz could not issue any more serious or
permanent sanctions unless and until the players were convicted of a criminal act by a
court of law or were found to have committed a violation of University policy by EOD.90

The Investigators also found no evidence that Kirk Ferentz was intentionally
deceptive to the public with respect to his knowledge of the incident. Following the
incident, Ferentz made public statements to the effect that he could not comment about
the details of the October 14 incident or the University’s investigation of it.91 The
Investigators found no evidence that these statements were made with the intent to
mislead the public or cover up the incident.

Rather, they were made based upon

misinterpretation of a court order and privacy laws by the General Counsel and others,
which suggested any acknowledgement of the incident or its investigation would be a
violation of FERPA and/or court orders issued pursuant to the criminal investigation.92
The evidence suggests that Ferentz’s statements were made with the intent to protect the
privacy rights of the Student-Athlete rather than to conceal the incident in any way.

Finally, the Investigators found no evidence to suggest that in instructing two
football players to move back into the room where the alleged assault occurred, Ferentz
was attempting to destroy evidence of the incident.

The football players were

sophomores and were required to live in the dormitory. When Ferentz learned neither
was living in the room, he ordered one player back into the room, and another player
agreed to move in with him. The second player assigned to the room turned in his key on
October 30 and was “ghosting” all year. Ferentz stated that he was simply enforcing the
mandatory on-campus living requirement when he instructed the athletes to move back
into the room.93 The Investigators spoke with one of the football players, who was
89
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supposed to reside in Room N207, and who stated that Ferentz told him to move into the
room on or about October 1694 “because it was the rules” and that he was never instructed
to destroy anything in the room. He stated that it is possible to “earn” your way out of
the dorm, but he had had other issues, and when Ferentz found out he was off-campus, he
had to move back.

Furthermore, as mentioned earlier, no player moved back into

Room N207 until approximately October 27 or 28.95 If the players were instructed to
move into the room in order to destroy evidence, it is more likely that they would have
done so immediately rather than waiting for almost two weeks, in which time University
or law enforcement authorities could have collected any such evidence.

(d)

Performance

of

Betsy

Altmaier,

Faculty

Athletic

Representative to Big 10 Conference & NCAA

The evidence obtained during the investigation indicated that Betsy
Altmaier exhibited an excellent response to the October 14 incident.

The Student-

Athlete’s father stated that during the October 17 meeting, Altmaier was “the only one
who was really focused on what to do for my daughter.”96 She exhibited concern for the
Student-Athlete at the October 17 meeting and stayed in contact with her (and Football
Player #1). On November 11, Altmaier informed Fred Mims and Gary Barta of the
continued harassment the Student-Athlete was experiencing,97 and on November 14,
convened a meeting with members of the Student-Athlete’s team to promote support for
the Student-Athlete. She also expressed her concern that the Student-Athlete and her
family felt that they were being misled by the Department of Athletics as to the informal
investigation and were not clear on EOD’s involvement in the investigation.98
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Until November 16, the Student-Athlete and her family were unclear as to
Altmaier’s role in the investigation in that they believed she “represented” the President’s
Office in some way.99

It appears the family was concerned by the revelation that

Altmaier was not a representative of the President’s Office because they believed this
meant the President’s Office had not been kept informed of the progress of the
investigation.100

However, Altmaier maintained contact with Marcus Mills, the

University’s General Counsel upon whom President Mason relied to monitor the
handling of the investigation.101 Therefore, Altmaier did, in fact, indirectly fulfill a role
of keeping President Mason’s Office informed.

It was clear from interviews with the Student-Athlete and her parents that they all
hold Betsy Altmaier in very high regard and were extremely satisfied with her treatment
of the Student-Athlete. The Student-Athlete felt that Altmaier was “very supportive” in
the months following the incident and provided almost daily encouragement as the
Student-Athlete recovered from the incident.102 Altmaier assisted the Student-Athlete
with lightening her class load as she recovered from the incident and even arranged for
the Student-Athlete to seek additional counseling.103 The Student-Athlete was so moved
by Altmaier’s treatment she sent a note at the end of the year thanking Altmaier for her
“patience and understanding” and for reminding her that “there are people who care.”104
Altmaier continued to be supportive of the Student-Athlete even through August of 2008
by helping with the Student-Athlete’s transfer of credits to attend another university.105
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(e)

Performance of the Student-Athlete’s Coaching and
Training Staff

The investigation determined that the Student-Athlete’s head athletic
coach complied with the University’s sexual assault policies. When he was informed of
the incident, he reported it promptly to Fred Mims as required by the Department of
Athletics Initial Notification Procedures for Student-Athlete Incidents. Perceptions differ
as to the level of support he provided the Student-Athlete after she pursued investigation
of the incident.

The evidence suggests that the Student-Athlete’s coaching and training staff were
generally supportive immediately following the incident. The head coach visited the
Student-Athlete on the evening the incident occurred to comfort her and check on her
wellbeing.106 He informed the Student-Athlete that “whatever she wanted to do” about
training or competing in the wake of the incident would be fine and that her scholarship
would be secure.107 The Student-Athlete’s head coach was true to his word on this point;
she was allowed to “red-shirt” for the remainder of the year, and her scholarship
remained in place.

108

The Student-Athlete stated that her head coach was “very

sympathetic” to her situation in the months following the incident.109 The StudentAthlete’s father also stated that the coaching and training staff for the Student-Athlete’s
team was “great” with his daughter until around February of 2008.110

As the Student-Athlete’s father’s statement suggests, the Student-Athlete and her
family felt that the coaching and training staffs’ support declined substantially in the
second semester. The Student-Athlete’s mother felt that the head coach and his staff
106
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“checked out” on her daughter when she returned to school from spring break.111 The
Investigators found miscommunication contributed to this impression. In March of 2008,
the Student-Athlete sent an e-mail to her head coach, thanking him for all he had done for
her and notifying him that she was not planning to return to the University in the fall.112
The Student-Athlete stated that her head coach remained supportive until April of 2008,
at which time he “walked out on her” when she came to talk to him, and that he never
responded to any further attempts to contact him.113 The Student-Athlete’s head coach
stated that he left the April meeting because the Student-Athlete came to his office
without an appointment minutes before he was expected at another function.114 He stated
that he told the Student-Athlete he was glad she had come to meet with him, but that she
would have to come back at another time as he was expected elsewhere, but the StudentAthlete did not reschedule.115

Evidence obtained as part of the investigation suggests that at least some of the
feelings of abandonment on the part of the Student-Athlete and her family are the result
of external factors, rather than retaliation for reporting the alleged sexual assault. First,
the Student-Athlete’s parents’ perceptions may be due to their inability to obtain
information on their daughter’s athletic progress during the spring.

Department of

Athletics’ documents show that on December 10, the Student-Athlete revoked her
consent for AD officials to discuss her training, health and other personal information
with her parents. The inability to obtain information about their daughter’s physical,
academic and athletic progress may have led the Student-Athlete’s parents to believe that
the Department of Athletics was no longer monitoring it, although the records show that
was not true.
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Second, the withdrawal of support from the Student-Athlete was likely due, in
part, to her coaches’ and trainers’ perceptions that the Student-Athlete did not wish to
interact with them.

Numerous interviews, e-mails and documents produced by the

Department of Athletics show that in the months following the incident, the StudentAthlete withdrew from participation in team activities and failed to attend classes and
scheduled meetings with her coaching and training staff. After November 16, she also
was living off-campus and not with her teammates. The Student-Athlete’s coaches and
trainers likely took this withdrawal as an expression of disinterest in their support.
However, the Student-Athlete’s withdrawal from team and wider athletic community
activities was due, in part, to the harassment she frequently suffered and the hostility she
felt while in the presence of other student-athletes, particularly in the Learning Center.116
Furthermore, the Student-Athlete’s psychological state following the incident may have
led to some of her withdrawal. Sexual assault victims often exhibit symptoms that
include distancing themselves from other people and a lack of interest in activities that
used to be enjoyed.117

(f)

Performance of the University of Iowa Student-Athlete
Community

The investigation revealed that a substantial amount of the stress,
frustration and unhappiness encountered by the Student-Athlete and her family resulted
directly from the harassment by and retaliatory behavior of other student-athletes.
Personal accounts from the Student-Athlete and her roommate, as well as documents
from Student Services and EOD, indicate that this treatment included physical threats and
shouts of insulting and offensive language. The Student-Athlete reported that on one
occasion, a car full of football players, including one of her alleged assailants, drove up to
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her and began shouting at her that she was “a whore.”118 The Student-Athlete stated that
the behavior was amplified in places where the student-athletes congregated, such as the
student-athlete Learning Center and the Hillcrest Hall dining facility. She reported being
stared at, insulted, and laughed at to her face.119 The Student-Athlete reported that on one
occasion, while she was dining at Hillcrest Hall with friends, a group of female members
of the Track and Field team approached the Student-Athlete and physically threatened her
for “looking in their direction.”120

University officials made several attempts to stop this inappropriate behavior, but
it continued nonetheless.121 Betsy Altmaier spoke with members of the Student-Athlete’s
team, and the members called a meeting of the team to encourage all members to support
the Student-Athlete in any way possible.122

Kirk Ferentz reportedly addressed the

football team on two occasions regarding the inappropriateness of any harassment or
retaliation toward the Student-Athlete.123 However, at least one member of the team does
not remember either of these speeches.124 No student-athletes were disciplined, although
the comments began almost immediately after October 14 and continued throughout the
year.

B.

Office of the Vice President for Student Services and Dean of
Students
The response of the Office of the Vice President for Student Services and Dean of

Students to the incident followed the “form” of University sexual assault policies over
their “substance.” The investigation revealed no overt violations of University policy
118
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within this office, although, interviews and document review did reveal numerous
incidents of poor judgment, failure to act as warranted and non-transparent behavior.

The first issue raised by Investigators with respect to Phillip Jones’ response to
the incident involved his failure to immediately take over the investigation from the
Department of Athletics. In his interview with the Investigators, Jones admitted that he
did not think it was appropriate for the Department of Athletics to have handled the
investigation of the incident in the first place.125 Jones admitted that he had almost
immediate knowledge of the incident on the morning of October 15, including that it had
occurred in a dormitory and that he had the authority to take over the investigation from
the Department of Athletics and submit it for EOD formal investigation instead.126 Jones
never took this step despite his knowledge of the substantial likelihood of an unfavorable
outcome of a departmental investigation of an alleged sexual assault.

The second issue arose from Jones’ failure to remove Football Player #2 and
Football Player #1 from the dormitory they shared with the Student-Athlete.

The

UI Policy on Violence and UI Sexual Harassment Policy both allow for the Vice
President for Student Services to take interim action to protect the health and safety of an
alleged victim of a sexual assault, even if the report is being investigated informally.127
In his interview with the Investigators, Jones acknowledged he had the authority to move
the alleged perpetrators to another dormitory in order to protect the Student-Athlete.
Jones was aware of the allegations against Football Player #1 on October 15. He was
aware of the allegations against Football Player #2 by October 23, when he received the
Department of Athletics’ report on the incident.

Nevertheless, at no point did he

exercise his interim sanction power to remove the two student-athletes from the
dormitory they shared with the Student-Athlete.
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In fact, on November 1, Jones’ Associate Dean, Tom Baker, sent an e-mail to
various officials stating that he was “pleased to announce” that Football Player #1 and
Football Player #2 had been removed from the room they had shared in Hillcrest Hall, at
their request, because they no longer wished to remain roommates.128 However, the two
student-athletes were not removed from the hall entirely, but rather transferred to
different rooms within the dormitory they shared with the Student-Athlete.129

It is

common and prudent practice when allegations of this nature arise to remove the alleged
perpetrators from the space they share with the alleged victim. It is unclear why this
action was never taken in this case.

While Jones did nothing to remove Football Player #1 or Football Player #2 from
Hillcrest Hall, he did arrange for the Student-Athlete to be released from her housing
contract so that she could move out of Hillcrest Hall and away from her alleged
assailants. Initially, Jones placed a clause in the Student-Athlete’s housing termination
contract prohibiting her from ever entering Hillcrest Hall again.130 The Student-Athlete,
her mother and her RVAP advocate had to convince Jones to remove this stipulation.131
Actions such as relocating the alleged victim, rather than the alleged perpetrators, are
completely inconsistent with good practice in handling sexual harassment or sexual
assault allegations.132

The third issue raised by the Investigators with respect to Phillip Jones’ response
to the incident involved his conduct during a November 13 phone call with the StudentAthlete’s mother. When the Student-Athlete’s mother called Jones on November 13, at
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Marcus Mills’ direction, to discuss removing Football Player #2 and Football Player #1
from Hillcrest Hall, Jones told her that he “had nothing” on the alleged sexual assault and
that he did not know her name or her daughter’s name.133 He also told the StudentAthlete’s mother that there was “no such thing” as an informal investigation for sexual
assault allegations.134 Jones concedes that he made statements to that effect135 even
though Jones was informed of the incident the day after it occurred by Fred Mims, was
kept informed about it for several days following and received a report on the incident
from the Department of Athletics on October 23.136 Additionally, both the UI Violence
Policy and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy clearly provide for informal investigation of
allegations of sexual assault.137

When interviewed by the Investigators, Jones gave less than satisfactory
explanations for his November 13 statements to the Student-Athlete’s mother. Jones
stated that when he told the Student-Athlete’s mother that he “had nothing” on the
Student-Athlete’s case, he meant that he did not have a file on the incident in front of him
at that moment because he had given it to EOD.138 He also stated that when he told the
Student-Athlete’s mother that he did not know her or her daughter’s names, he was
referring to the fact that he did not feel it was appropriate to comment on an ongoing
investigation.139 Jones and Baker continue to assert that there is no informal method for
investigation of sexual assault allegations.140 When presented with the relevant sections
of the UI Violence Policy and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy, Jones essentially made
an argument that the UI Code of Student Life is a preemptory policy to both the
UI Violence Policy and the UI Sexual Harassment Policy and that, therefore, because the
UI Code of Student Life does not explicitly provide for informal investigation, the
133
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informal investigation provisions in the other two policies are invalid.141 Since the
UI Code of Student Life refers to the UI Sexual Harassment Policy and investigation by
EOD, which specifically has an informal investigation policy, this statement was
incorrect.

Jones’ and Baker’s statements that there is “no such thing” as an informal
investigation of sexual assault allegations are clearly erroneous.

Both the policies

themselves and interviews with EOD officials confirm that such informal investigations
do, in fact, exist.142 Jones’ statements that he “had nothing” on the case and did not know
the Student-Athlete’s or her mother’s names remain inexplicable. Jones’ misstatements
and poor communication were largely responsible for the Student-Athlete’s mother’s
perception that the Department of Athletics was attempting to cover-up her daughter’s
allegations.143

The fourth issue the Investigators identified was related to Phillip Jones’ response
to the retaliatory and harassing behavior directed at the Student-Athlete. When the
Student-Athlete informed Jones, on November 16, of the harassing treatment she was
experiencing from other student-athletes, Jones did take action to correct the situation.
On November 21 and 28, Jones sent letters to the student-athletes whom the StudentAthlete identified, regarding their retaliatory actions.144 However, the letters Jones sent
were not effectively worded. The letters simply informed the student-athletes of the
existence of an anti-retaliation policy and did not inform them that they had already been
accused of conduct in violation of the policy.145 No meetings with these student-athletes
were ever held. As a related issue, Jones had the authority to commence disciplinary
action against the student-athletes identified by the Student-Athlete for their behavior
141
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under the UI Code of Student Life.146 Yet, no such action was ever taken. In light of
these facts, Phillip Jones failed to make a sufficiently strong response to the harassment
and retaliation experienced by the Student-Athlete.

Most disturbing to the Investigators was the evidence that at least some of Jones’
failure to act and his statements to the Student-Athlete’s mother were due, in part, to his
dissatisfaction that they did not report the incident to his office before reporting it to the
Department of Athletics. During his interview with the Investigators, Jones was openly
hostile regarding the fact that the Student-Athlete did not approach his office first with
her sexual assault complaint.147 The interview and notes show that he believed the
Student-Athlete and her family to be “forum shopping,” asking for his help when they
became dissatisfied with the Department of Athletics’ investigation.148

C

Office of Equal Opportunity & Diversity
The documents and interviews obtained pursuant to the investigation show that

the Office of Equal Opportunity & Diversity complied with University sexual assault
policy and procedure in its response to the October 14 incident. On October 19, EOD
Compliance Specialist, Tiffini Stephenson Earl, sent the Student-Athlete a letter
explaining the University’s sexual assault policies, informing her of the resources
available through the Rape Victim Advocacy Program and explaining EOD’s role in
sexual assault investigations.149
letter.150

The Student-Athlete does not recall receiving this

The Department of Athletics maintained contact with EOD during its

departmental informal investigation of the incident.151 When the investigation was turned
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over to EOD on October 23, EOD promptly began a formal investigation of the incident
and completed a full report of its findings on November 15.152 Due to the court order
issued in the Student-Athlete’s criminal complaint, EOD did not distribute the report.
Prior to interviewing the Student-Athlete for the EOD investigation, investigator Jan
Waterhouse told the Student-Athlete (apparently for the first time) that she could report
the incident to the campus police and could determine at a later date whether she wanted
it investigated or not.153 Four days later, the Student-Athlete did just that. In light of
these facts, the Investigators felt that EOD attempted, given the limitations discussed
below, to perform a thorough investigation of the incident pursuant to University policy.

The investigation did not uncover any evidence suggesting EOD officials
intended to make the Student-Athlete feel responsible for the incident, as reported in the
Student-Athlete’s mother’s November 19, 2007 letter. The Investigators reviewed an
audio recording of the Student-Athlete’s interview with EOD and heard no indication that
EOD officials accused the Student-Athlete of bringing the alleged sexual assault upon
herself. Despite this, there are factors surrounding the interview which may have led to
the Student-Athlete’s negative perception of her interviewers.

First, the tone of voice and style of questioning used by EOD officials may have
appeared adversarial to the interviewees. While the officials’ tones during the StudentAthlete’s interview and those of her roommate and a friend were not, for the most part,
harsh or rude, the tones and style did seem to lack compassion for the Student-Athlete’s
situation. The Student-Athlete was one of the last witnesses interviewed by EOD.154
Therefore, her interview essentially became a cross-examination of the facts the officials
had received from Football Player #1’s interview and interviews with the StudentAthlete’s friends. EOD officials asked the Student-Athlete questions, such as “Do you
remember if you were wearing underwear?” and “Do you remember sitting on Football
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Player #1’s lap?” which were intended to cross-check claims made by Football Player #1
during his EOD interview.155

The Student-Athlete and her friends perceived these

questions and this style to be insinuating that she had “asked for” the alleged sexual
assault.156

There are also indications that at least one of the interviewers may have been
slightly irritated with the Student-Athlete by the time she was interviewed.

Tiffini

Stephenson Earl did not receive a response to the October 19 letter she sent to the
Student-Athlete (which the Student-Athlete does not recall receiving) and attempted to
contact the Student-Athlete on October 26 and 29 by e-mail and telephone to schedule an
interview with EOD, but received no response.157 Due to this lack of response, EOD
conducted its formal investigation as a third-party complaint on behalf of the University,
rather than on behalf of the Student-Athlete.158 Earl was unable to schedule the StudentAthlete for an interview until she happened to call Fred Mims, while the Student-Athlete
was meeting with him for another matter, and Mims convinced the Student-Athlete to
meet with EOD officials later that night.159 During the Student-Athlete’s approximately
35 minute interview with the Investigators, Stephenson Earl stated that the StudentAthlete “acted like she didn’t want to be there” and that she found it “strange” that the
Student-Athlete was reluctant to cooperate.160 Stephenson Earl made a statement to the
effect that other victims with whom she worked were more involved and interested in
their investigations.161 There are also points in the audio recording of the interview
during which Earl’s voice sounds somewhat abrasive while questioning the StudentAthlete. It is important to note that the Student-Athlete’s reluctance to communicate with
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EOD was likely because she was unaware of EOD’s role in the investigation and still
believed the investigation was being handled by the Department of Athletics.162

Many of the problems with EOD’s interviews and investigation appear to be the
result of inadequate training and a lack of clear guidelines as to how sexual assault
investigations should be conducted. EOD requires a substantially upgraded level of
defined protocol and sexual assault victim sensitivity training in order to conduct
effective investigations of sexual assault allegations.

First, while EOD does not prohibit the practice, EOD does not affirmatively
inform alleged victims of their right to have a trained victim advocate in the room when
they are interviewed.163 According to Tiffini Stephenson Earl, alleged victims often
bring trained advocates, friends or family members with them to EOD interviews.164
However, it is critical that alleged victims be informed of the substantial benefit of
having a trained rape victim advocate with them for all interviews and be provided with
one.

Second, EOD lacks a clear understanding of precisely how it should reach its
determinations of violations of the UI Sexual Harassment Policy, which includes sexual
assault. The burden of proof typically used in University hearings (and the one used in
the UI Code of Student Life) is the “preponderance of the evidence” standard.165 When
asked what burden of proof EOD uses in determining whether sufficient evidence of a
sexual assault exists, Marcella David stated that the office “doesn’t really have a burden
of proof per se” and that findings are based on a variety of factors, including the officials’
determinations of witness credibility.166
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This lack of a clear standard may be responsible for the substantial number of
complaints filed with EOD, which EOD investigations determine to be unfounded.
Between January 1, 2005 and August 22, 2008, EOD received 40 complaints of sexual
harassment and sexual assault.167

Of those complaints, EOD determined that

approximately 47.5% of them were unfounded.168 Furthermore, EOD received only
seven complaints of sexual assault during the same time period, and of those, EOD
determined that four were unfounded.169 The lack of clear guidelines and the resulting
low frequency of reporting and high frequency of finding that assault and harassment
claims are unfounded may also be responsible for the perception among RVAP
representatives that when they send alleged victims to EOD to report their allegations,
“EOD takes no action.”170

Third, the investigation found no clear policy for EOD official recusal where
there may be a perceived conflict of interest. For example, in the October 14 incident,
one of the officials conducting the EOD investigation is the spouse of a prominent former
University of Iowa student-athlete. The Investigators found no evidence that the EOD
official exhibited any bias due to this relationship. Nevertheless, it is in the best interest
of the University to avoid such conflicts to negate any appearance of impropriety.

The Investigators also found issues with the lack of understanding in the
University community of the role of EOD in sexual assault investigations. As mentioned
earlier, many members of the University community are completely unaware that EOD
has any jurisdiction at all to investigate sexual assaults.171 In fact, when sent to her EOD
interview in connection with the formal investigation, the Student-Athlete’s roommate
believed that the Department of Athletics was “trying to throw us off the path by sending
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us to some department that has absolutely NOTHING to do with sexual assault.”172 This
confusion may be due to the fact that the title, “Office of Equal Opportunity and
Diversity” gives almost no indication that EOD is responsible for handling allegations of
sexual assault.

Finally, it is vital that officials conducting sexual assault investigations be
adequately trained in the proper treatment of alleged victims of sexual assault. EOD’s
current training practice is to have new personnel “sit in on” a number of investigations
before they are allowed to conduct a sexual harassment or assault investigation.173 In
light of the unique trauma experienced by sexual assault victims, more formal training,
led by individuals experienced in rape victim advocacy, is necessary.

The Investigators also identified a potential FERPA violation issue with the
manner in which EOD findings are released. When EOD completes its investigation, it
issues a written report of its findings to be sent to the complainant, respondent(s) and the
University administrator responsible for taking disciplinary action based upon the
findings.174

According to EOD personnel and to written information, these reports

typically include the findings and the first and last names of the complainant,
respondent(s), and any and all witnesses interviewed. In cases in which an individual is a
University student, the practice of failing to redact any personally identifiable student
information from copies sent to the complainant and respondent(s) may be considered a
violation of FERPA.175

FERPA expressly permits disclosure without prior student consent of the “final
results of disciplinary proceedings” under certain circumstances.176 “Final results” is
defined as:
172
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“[A] decision or determination made by an honor court or
council, committee, commission, or other entity authorized
to resolve disciplinary matters within the institution. The
disclosure of final results must include only the name of the
student, the violation committed, and any sanction imposed
against the student.”177

“Disciplinary proceedings” is defined to include “investigations” of violations of an
institution’s internal rules or policies.178 Such information may be disclosed without
prior student consent so long as the institution determines that (1) the student involved is
an alleged perpetrator of a crime of violence (e.g., rape) or a non-forcible sex offense,
and (2) with respect to the allegations against the student, the student has committed a
violation of the institution’s rules or policies.179

The final results of disciplinary

proceedings may also be disclosed to a victim of an alleged perpetrator of a crime of
violence or a non-forcible sex offense, regardless of whether the institution concluded
that a violation was committed.180

Because EOD only makes recommendations for disciplinary matters to Student
Services, which may be rejected by Student Services, and does not have authority to
“resolve disciplinary matters” within the University, the contents of EOD reports may not
qualify as “final results” subject to disclosure without prior consent. Even if such reports,
in fact, qualify as “final results of disciplinary proceedings,” FERPA would permit only
disclosure of the names of the student-attackers, the violation committed, and the
sanction imposed against the student-attackers--not the entire contents of the EOD report.
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D.

Office of the General Counsel for the University of Iowa
The investigation revealed several issues regarding the actions of Marcus Mills,

General Counsel for the University of Iowa, with respect to his involvement in the
University’s response to the October 14 incident and his judgment. Mills’ involvement
commenced on October 15, when he was notified of the incident, and was both consistent
and extensive. The Investigators did not find any evidence of malicious attempts to
conceal information or intentional wrongdoing. Nevertheless, Mills’ responses to the
incident were consistent with a culture of a lack of transparency at the University General
Counsel’s Office and likely contributed to allegations of a University cover-up.

Marcus Mills’ involvement in micromanaging the University’s response to the
incident presented a serious conflict of interest. When the Department of Athletics
completed its investigation and turned the investigation over to EOD on October 23, Fred
Mims submitted the report to Mills, as well as to EOD.181 On the same day, Mills met
with EOD officials as they decided how to conduct the formal investigation.182 Mills also
became the contact person for the Student-Athlete and her family.183 Mills appears to
have been the contact person for all parties involved in investigating the incident. The
Investigators reviewed numerous e-mails and other communications among Mills and
officials in EOD, Athletics, DPS and the Attorney General’s Office regarding the
informal, formal and criminal investigations of the incident, dating from October 15
forward, as the various investigations proceeded.

The role of the University’s General Counsel is to represent the University and its
Executive Officers, Administrators, Faculty and Staff, all in their official capacities.184
As legal counsel for the University, there is a substantial appearance of a conflict of
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interest if such counsel is dealing with an unrepresented complainant. The Ad Hoc
Committee Report on the Pierre Pierce Matter,185 specifically, noted that having the
General Counsel play a direct role in sexual assault investigations “had the potential to
create serious confusion” as to “what role the individual is playing when he or she
speaks” and from whose interest recommendations are made.186 The interests of the
University may be generally perceived as divergent or even adverse to those of an alleged
sexual assault victim. To allow the interests of the University to be involved on a day-today case management level with such an investigation has the strong potential to obstruct
the University’s ability to obtain the best outcome for the alleged victim and the
perpetrator.

Mills’ failed communication with the Student-Athlete’s father was also
detrimental to the University’s relationship with the Student-Athlete and her family. On
or about October 24, according to the Student-Athlete’s father, Mills contacted him “out
of the blue” and told him that he was a “liaison for the University.”187 Mills’ notes show
he first contacted the Student-Athlete’s father at Betsy Altmaier’s suggestion and
remained in contact through November 13. Mills told the Student-Athlete’s father that
from that point on, Mills would be the Student-Athlete’s family’s contact for information
on the investigation.188 The Student-Athlete’s father was deeply dissatisfied with Mills’
performance as an informant on the progress of the investigation. He stated Mills was
extremely difficult to reach and that each time he spoke to Mills about the investigation,
he was “given a different story.”189 The Student-Athlete’s father stated that when he
complained to Mills about the fact that Football Player #2 and Football Player #1 had not
been removed from Hillcrest Hall, Mills’ response was that there was a lot of
“bureaucracy” involved in University investigations and that things would happen “in
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time.”190 The Student-Athlete’s father is of the opinion that the entire situation “would
have been better” if Mills had never contacted him.191

Mills also demonstrated a lack of proactive response to the issuance of the court
order relating to EOD’s report on the incident. On November 14, a court order was
issued by the Johnson County Court for EOD’s report on the incident.192 The order
substantively stated that “The Office of Equal Opportunity and Diversity or any other
department, agent, or employee of the University of Iowa is not to divulge any
information contained in the materials released or about the investigation itself in any
capacity.”193 Mills interpreted this language to mean, among other things, that EOD
could not distribute its report within the University (which was necessary for disciplinary
action to be taken against Football Player #2 and Football Player #1) or to Tom Evans as
part of the Board of Regents’ investigation.194 However, the Johnson County Attorney
has stated that she never intended the order to prohibit internal distribution within the
University.195

On July 28, 2008, the Iowa Attorney General obtained a court order permitting
distribution of EOD’s report and related documents for purposes of Special Counsel’s
investigation. Given the importance of distributing the report to Student Services and to
Tom Evans, the proper and prudent action would have been for the General Counsel to
have promptly taken the appropriate steps to obtain an order (like the one issued on
July 28), which permitted distribution of the report for purposes of internal University
proceedings and/or the Board of Regents’ investigation.

The Investigators have no

evidence that this was done, and both the University’s and the Board of Regents’
attempts to respond effectively to the incident were significantly impaired as a result.
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Marcus Mills also did not turn over the Student-Athlete’s mother’s November 19,
2007 letter to Tom Evans, pursuant to the Board of Regents’ investigation. President
Mason previously stated that the letter was not turned over due to Mills’ mistaken
interpretation of the Federal Education Rights and Privacy Act.196 However, when the
Investigators interviewed Mills, he expressly stated that he did not rely upon any
statutory authority or the court order in his decision not to disclose the letter.197 In fact,
Mills admitted that he should have turned the letter over to Tom Evans, but that he
“figured the Regents would get it if they got it.”198 Mills made similar statements of his
intent not to disclose the letter to the Board of Regents,199 despite the fact that the Board
of Regents governs the University, as well as other state educational institutions.200
Especially perplexing to the Investigators was the fact that, while Mills did not disclose
the letter to Tom Evans, he hand-delivered copies of the November 19, 2007 letter to
Department of Athletics officials on November 25. No response to the November 19,
2007 letter was provided by the University. Once again, the lack of transparency led to
substantial difficulties for the University when the existence of the letter was later
disclosed to the media by the Student-Athlete’s parents on July 19, 2008.201

E.

Office of the President of the University of Iowa
President Sally Mason, who had been in her new position for only two months at

the time of the incident, acceded to Marcus Mills’ authority over the University’s
response to the October 14 incident. She was informed of the incident on October 15 by
Fred Mims.202 On or about November 5, President Mason contacted Marcella David,
Special Assistant to the President for Equal Opportunity & Diversity, and told her that
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she wanted the investigation into the incident completed as quickly as possible so that
appropriate sanctions could be made, if necessary.203 On November 20, President Mason
made a phone call to the Student-Athlete’s mother, expressing her sympathy for what the
Student-Athlete had experienced, which the Student-Athlete’s mother appreciated.204
The Student-Athlete’s mother and President Mason also spoke on the phone again later
that day.205

President Mason and the Student-Athlete’s mother have differing impressions of
the latter phone call on November 20. According to the Student-Athlete’s mother, when
she called the President’s Office to ask a question about the progress of the investigation,
the President told her that she “didn’t typically handle these things” and would give the
Student-Athlete’s mother the contact information for someone who did.206 President
Mason’s recollection is that the Student-Athlete’s mother was asking questions about
matters being dealt with by Chuck Green, DPS Director who was handling the criminal
investigation, and that she offered to assist the Student-Athlete’s mother with contacting
him.207

Both parties agree that at that point, the Student-Athlete’s mother became

extremely frustrated and ended the phone call.208 The Investigators found no evidence
that the President’s intent was to stonewall the Student-Athlete’s mother in any way.
Likewise, the Student-Athlete’s mother’s frustration is understandable, given the
confusion and lack of communication she and her family had experienced up to that
point.

The Investigators determined that the majority of the President’s contact with the
incident was through Marcus Mills. At the time of the incident, President Mason had
only been in office for approximately two months and had not hired a Senior
203
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Associate.209 Therefore, she relied upon Mills to closely monitor the situation and keep
her informed of the progress of all investigations.210

As the number of

miscommunications and the level of the Student-Athlete’s dissatisfaction rose, Mills
apparently continued to assure President Mason that the situation was under control.211
President Mason also relied upon Mills to handle turning over documents, including the
letters from the Student-Athlete’s mother, to Tom Evans for the Board of Regents’’
investigation. President Mason had no knowledge that Mills had withheld the letters
from Tom Evans until some time in July of 2008.212 In light of the Investigators’ review
of President Mason’s involvement, it appears that President Mason’s primary role in the
University’s handling of the incident was reliance upon her General Counsel to
effectively manage the situation.
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SECTION V
REVIEW OF THE BOARD OF REGENTS’ INITIAL
INVESTIGATION
After interviewing Tom Evans, reviewing some of his investigation notes and
final report, it is the opinion of the Investigators that Tom Evans performed a thorough
investigation of the University’s response to the October 14 incident, based on the
information available to him at the time. It is worth noting that many of the issues
identified by Special Counsel’s investigation were also identified and addressed in the
“Recommendations” section of Tom Evans’ report on the initial investigation.

Also, while Special Counsel’s report may appear more comprehensive than
Evans’ report, it is important to keep in mind that the Investigators had access to a
substantial amount of critical information, which Evans was denied. Due to the July 28,
2008 court order, the Investigators were able to review the Department of Athletics’ and
EOD’s responses to the incident in detail. The Investigators were also able to proceed
with knowledge of the allegations contained in the Student-Athlete’s mother’s letters,
which were withheld from Evans. Furthermore, a representative from Marcus Mills’
office sat in on the majority of the interviews that Tom Evans conducted pursuant to his
investigation, which may have limited the amount of information Evans received.
Perhaps most importantly, the Investigators were able to personally interview the
Student-Athlete and her family regarding their treatment.

A miscommunication appears to be responsible for the Student-Athlete’s and her
family’s non-participation in the initial Board of Regents’ investigation. In December
of 2007, Tom Evans contacted Marcus Mills’ office, asking that Mills contact the County
Attorney (who was in touch with the Student-Athlete and her family throughout the
criminal investigation) and request that the County Attorney inquire of the Student-
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Athlete and her family whether they would agree to be interviewed as part of Evans’
investigation.213 The Student-Athlete’s mother contacted the Board of Regents office in
January to discuss the allegations contained in her November 19, 2007 letter.214 She
indicated that the person to whom she spoke was “very nice” and referred her to the
attorney for the Board of Regents (Tom Evans).215 The Student-Athlete’s father decided
that they did not wish to speak with an attorney and informed the Board of Regents office
of their decision the same day.216 Evans, who did not speak with the Student-Athlete’s
father, assumed that the family’s call stating they did not wish to speak to him was in
response to his inquiry via Marcus Mills.217 However, the Student-Athlete’s family did
not understand that they were being asked to speak with Evans as part of an investigation
of the University’s handling of the incident.218 They believed that if they were being
asked to speak to an attorney, they should obtain an attorney.219 It is the impression of
the Investigators that had the Student-Athlete’s family known the purpose of talking with
Tom Evans, they would have been more than willing to participate in the initial
investigation.
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SECTION VI
SPECIAL COUNSEL’S RECOMMENDATIONS
Based upon the findings in this report, Special Counsel recommends the following
changes in University policies and procedures:

(1)

It is paramount that a comprehensive review of the policies and
procedures dealing with sexual assault and other related issues at the
University of Iowa be undertaken. It is critical that the University of Iowa
modernize such practices, consistent with the best practices available in
the higher education community. While those procedures are beyond the
scope of this investigation, it is clear that certain basic changes must be
made immediately and be incorporated with the adoption of best practices
when that occurs:

(a)

A trained advocate must be made available to alleged victims of
sexual assault during all stages of the reporting and investigative
process. Special Counsel recognizes that there is some debate
regarding whether it is beneficial to mandate the presence of such
an advocate. However, alleged victims should at least be fully
informed at all times of their right to an advocate, and such an
advocate should be made readily available.

(b)

A single, coordinating office and procedure must be designated to
deal with all sexual assaults and other related issues at the
University.

Had such existed in this case, the failure of the

University to adequately respond to this alleged assault would not
have occurred. The understanding of the Student-Athlete and her
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family would have been greatly enhanced by the presence of a
single procedure and a single coordinating office to explain the
process and formulate a response. A single coordinating office
would have avoided the conflict of interest that existed between the
General Counsel’s Office and the Student-Athlete and would have
ensured that the Student-Athlete’s interests were fairly represented.

(c)

The University should consider whether it would be appropriate to
mandate DPS notification when a University official receives
information of an alleged sexual assault.

(d)

The University’s General Counsel should not be involved in the
management

of

sexual

assault

and

sexual

harassment

investigations.

(e)

Sexual assault advocates should be trained with respect to
University reporting and investigation options available to alleged
victims and how to explain them in a way that can be readily
understood by a potentially traumatized victim.

(f)

Easily comprehensible information with respect to University
sexual assault reporting and investigation options should be made
readily available to the University community.

(g)

All University departments should be stripped of any authority to
conduct investigations of sexual assault. To the extent that it is
beneficial to retain an informal method of sexual assault
investigation, such investigations should be handled solely by
EOD or the office designated to handle such investigations in the
future.
69

(h)

The

officials

responsible

for investigating sexual assault

allegations should be given extensive training in the proper
handling of sexual assault victims and perpetrators.

(i)

The office designated to handle sexual assault investigations
should have a formal procedure providing for recusal of
investigators who may be perceived as having a conflict of interest
in investigations conducted by that office.

(j)

Sexual assault should remain part of the University’s Violence
Policy; it should not be handled under the University’s Sexual
Harassment Policy.

(2)

It is also paramount that a comprehensive review of the policies and
procedures dealing with sexual assault and other related issues be
undertaken at all other universities governed by the Iowa Board of
Regents to ensure that they are consistent with the best practices available
in the higher education community.
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SECTION VII
CONCLUSIONS
The Investigators found numerous and substantial flaws in not only the response
of the University of Iowa to the alleged sexual assault at issue, but also in its policies,
procedures and practices regarding the same.

However, the Investigators uncovered no evidence of any attempt by officials
associated with the University to cover up the alleged assault. While the Student-Athlete
and her family did not understand the implications of pursuing an informal resolution of
these issues with the Department of Athletics, the Investigators found little evidence that
the Department of Athletics deliberately pressured the Student-Athlete or her family to
seek an informal resolution. Similarly, there was a great deal of confusion among all
involved parties over the nature of the alleged assault and the number of perpetrators
involved. Although the Investigators found no evidence that the Department of Athletics
or any other officials within the University intentionally tried to mislead the StudentAthlete or her family about the facts of the incident, the Department of Athletics was not
forthcoming to the Student-Athlete with additional relevant information when it became
available.

Some members of the University of Iowa student-athlete community failed to
respond to this incident in a proper manner. Despite the efforts of some student-athletes
and their coaches to ensure a supportive environment for the Student-Athlete, who was
indeed one of their own, some student-athletes behaved in a crude manner, using bullying
and abusive tactics toward a fellow student in need of support and nurturing. That
conduct was inexplicable and deplorable.
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The Office of the Vice President for Student Services and Dean of Students failed
in its responsibilities to the Student-Athlete and to the University in this case. Phillip
Jones had the authority to intervene at numerous points in the process and to achieve the
results necessary to protect the Student-Athlete. As early as the day after the alleged
assault, Jones knew of the incident and had the authority and resources to separate the
alleged perpetrators from the Student-Athlete.

While Jones’ failure to act did not

technically violate the “letter” of the University’s policies and procedures, his inaction
was fundamentally inconsistent with the “substance” and intent of those policies.

The Office of the General Counsel should never have assumed a supervisory role
in the investigation of the incident. To do so was an inherent conflict of interest. An
alleged victim of a sexual assault is entitled to have an investigation headed by an
independent and objective party with the necessary professional training to address the
stress and trauma inherent in such matters. By contrast, the general counsel of an
institution has the interest of the institution as its highest duty of loyalty. The General
Counsel withheld documents later requested by the Board of Regents and failed to notify
that Board of the existence of letters critical of his and other University officials’ actions.
To date, Mills has failed to provide the Investigators with any adequate response to why
such actions occurred.

It is critical that the University take immediate action to rectify the shortcomings
in its policies and procedures dealing with sexual assaults and other related issues. It
must also ensure that it has in place trained professionals able and willing to effectively
respond to the needs of its students and willing to act in the best interest of the entire
University community.
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